Malicious URLs detection using data streaming algorithms
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Abstract - As a result of advancements in technology and technological devices, data is now spawned at an infinite rate, emanating from a vast array of networks, devices, and daily operations like credit card transactions and mobile phones. Datastream entails sequential and real-time continuous data in the inform of evolving stream. However, the traditional machine learning approach is characterized by a batch learning model. Labeled training data are given apriori to train a model based on some machine learning algorithms. This technique necessitates the entire training sample to be readily accessible before the learning process. The training procedure is mainly done offline in this setting due to the high training cost. Consequently, the traditional batch learning technique suffers severe drawbacks, such as poor scalability for real-time phishing websites detection. The model mostly requires re-training from scratch using new training samples. This paper presents the application of streaming algorithms for detecting malicious URLs based on selected online learners: Hoeffding Tree (HT), Naïve Bayes (NB), and Ozabag. Ozabag produced promising results in terms of accuracy, Kappa and Kappa Temp on the dataset with large samples while HT and NB have the least prediction time with comparable accuracy and Kappa with Ozabag algorithm for the real-time detection of phishing websites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of new digital technology has profoundly impacted business development and promotion across many areas, including e-banking, social networking sites, and others. The World Wide Web (WWW) has steadily grown as its technological advances develop daily. Unfortunately, technological progress comes in conjunction with new, sophisticated thresholds [1]. There are numerous attacks on the network; one of them is phishing, in which the attacker impersonates himself as genuine and takes credentials from the user [2], [3]. An URL originates records and other services on the WWW. It has two essential features: protocol identifier, which reveals the protocol used, and resource name, which specifies the IP address or the domain name of the resource location.

Malicious URLs are compromised links used for cyber-attacks. Choi et al. [4] noted that about one-third of all websites hosted online are potentially malicious, which shows the increase in utilizing malicious URLs to commit cybercrimes. These malicious sites are created to look much like legitimate ones. In addition, a site with several unsolicited contents in the form of phishing, spam, or drive-by-download to launch cyber-attacks on unsuspecting users is termed a malicious website.

Unwary visitors of such websites become victims of several scams, including information theft, monetary loss, and malware installation. The drive-by-download is an accidental download of malware upon visiting a website. These attacks are typically carried out by exploiting vulnerabilities in plugins or inserting malicious scripts using JavaScript codes [5]. The goal of phishing and social engineering attacks is to trick legitimate users into revealing sensitive details by masquerading as genuine websites. Spam involves the distribution of unsolicited messages to disseminate advertisement, news, or malicious links. Available statistics showed that these attacks had caused billions of dollars worth of damage [6].

Research effort must be channeled towards developing effective methods to expose these malicious URLs on time. These methods will assist in combating a large number of and a variety of cyber-security attacks. Over the years, researchers have developed different solutions to identify malicious links. The most prevalent method deployed by some antivirus groups is the blacklist-based approach. Blacklists are known databases of malicious URLs confirmed through crowd-sourcing or other annotation means. A typical example of a blacklist database is PhishTank.

Interestingly, the blacklist technique is very fast due to the short time required to execute the simple query for link verification. Therefore, the method is quick to implement. Nevertheless, the major issue with this approach is the difficulty in maintaining the exhaustive list of malicious URLs daily.

In the last decade, several studies like Zamir et al. [5], Nepali and Wang [2], Adewole et al. [7], Kuyama et al. [8],
and Gugelmann et al. [9] have all applied machine learning (ML) techniques in providing solutions to malicious URLs identification. ML technique employs a set of annotated URLs as training data, and with the use of important features, the method learns predictive function to distinguish malicious URLs from benign links. This learning ability makes it possible to generalize the predictive model to classify new URLs instead of the traditional blacklist approach.

Notwithstanding, many studies have utilized other machine learning techniques such as Extreme Machine Learning (ELM) [10], BART, CART [11] to devise an appropriate and suitable solution for detecting malicious URLs. However, their techniques demand that the entire training dataset be readily available before the learning process, and the training procedure is frequently conducted in offline environment. Consequently, the significant drawbacks of batch learning approaches include the inability to generalize for large-scale applications due to the need to re-train the models from scratch for new training samples. Therefore, this study proposes the detection of malicious websites using data streaming algorithms for real-time/fast-moving data where URLs are treated as a continuous stream of data. The online learners used include Hoeffding Tree, Naïve Bayes, and Ozabag. Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of this study.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

This section gives a detailed description of the proposed framework, the techniques used in obtaining the datasets, the streaming algorithms employed in classifying the datasets, and the evaluation metrics used to measure the proposed models’ performance. The proposed technique aims to detect phishing websites using streaming techniques, including Hoeffding Tree, Naïve Bayes, and Ozabag. Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of this study.

A. Phishing datasets

The datasets used in this study were obtained from the prominent UCI machine learning repository. The first dataset, which is later referred to as MaliciousDataset1, has a sum of 1,353 instances of malicious and benign URLs\(^1\). This dataset consists of ten attributes. The second dataset, denoted as MaliciousDataset2, has a total of 11,055 URLs instances\(^2\). This dataset is made up of thirty features. The characteristics of the datasets are as presented in Table 1.

Modern datasets are said to grow in three dimensions—features, examples, and cardinality—making dimensionality reduction a mandatory step if standard algorithms are used. Preprocessing procedures that include data reduction perform this generalization by choosing and removing redundant and noisy features or discretizing complex continuous feature spaces. Therefore, this reduction permits maintaining the original structure and meaning of the input data and, at the same time, obtaining a much more manageable size of data.

B. Classification methods

The Hoeffding Tree, Naïve Bayes, and Ozabag are the proposed techniques to detect phishing websites using streaming techniques in this study.

Hoeffding Tree (HT) is known as the streaming decision tree induction. It was derived from the Hoeffding bound employed in the tree induction. In the data stream setting, where saving all instances seems impossible, the key concern of the decision tree is that the right qualities for division are to be determined by recycling those instances [12]. A distinguishing characteristic of HT generates a tree that converges with sufficiently large data into the tree constructed by a batch learner.

The main idea is that Hoeffding bound provides some level of confidence on the best attribute to split the tree. Therefore, it is possible to build the model using some instances already known. It is often regarded as the decision tree for streaming data. Based on Hoeffding’s bound, a confidence interval for the entropy estimation is expressed in (1). The \(\varepsilon\) is the estimated value, \(n\) is the number of samples accumulated at the node, \(R\) is the random variable’s scope, and \(\delta\) is the
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desired chance that the approximation is not within its estimated value. The HT algorithm is as presented in Algorithm 1 [13].

\[ \varepsilon = \sqrt{\frac{R^2 \ln 1/\delta}{2n}} \]  

(1)

Naïve Bayes (NB) performs a classical Bayesian prediction with a naïve supposition that all inputs are independent. NB is a classification algorithm widely known for its simplicity and low computational cost. Given \( n \) different classes, the trained NB classifier predicts for every unlabeled instance \( I \) the class \( C \) to which it belongs with high accuracy. NB algorithm represents attribute values using vector and probabilistic models. In Bayes classifiers, each attribute in the training data is independent of another. NB is a conditional probability model that represents features using vectors and assigns probabilities to each sample for each of \( n \) possible outcomes. Using Bayes' theorem, the conditional probability is decayed, which means \( X_i \) is the \( n \)th attribute of a total of \( n \) attributes. For categorical features, the conditional probability is \( P (X_i | C_l) \), which is a tuple of \( C_i \) classes. \( X_i \) divides tuples of \( C_i \) classes into the data set. Algorithm 2 explains the Naïve Bayes algorithm.

Ozabag is a prominent ensemble learning algorithm used in evolving data streams. Its distinguishing characteristic is not only its higher performance than single classifiers but also its ability to add, remove, and update base classifiers when drifts occur. Algorithm 3 explained the Ozabag learner where \( S \) denotes the data stream, \( M \) represents the number of base models, \( Y \) denotes the set of class labels, and \( x \) denotes the features vector of instances.

C. Evaluation metrics.

Evaluation metrics are employed to assess the machine learning model(s) performance. In this study, the data streaming models were evaluated using the accuracy, kappa statistics, and CPU time. Accuracy is a used performance measure representing the percentage of correctly classified instances, as presented in (2). The TP expresses a true positive, TN true negative, FP false positive, and FN false negative. CPU time calculates how much the learning and estimation processes would cost depending on the time the computer processor has taken.

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+FP+TN+FN} \]  

(2)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter explains the results of the methods utilized in malicious URLs detection based on streams of data. It also shows the results of the experiment performed, the tools used, and the analysis of the results. For each learner algorithm examined in this study, the datasets were passed using a sampling frequency of a stream per instance to train and test. In addition, the 'evaluatePrequential' class was used in analyzing this learner. This class evaluates a classifier on a data stream by testing, then training with each sample in sequence. Also, the experiment was performed on a system with a Windows 10 Operating System, a Random Access Memory (RAM) of 4 GB, an Intel Core i5 CPU with a processing speed of 2.50 GHz, and a Hard drive capacity of 500 GB.

Algorithm 1. Hoeffding Tree
Input: A stream of labeled data, confidence parameter \( \delta \)  
Output: Tree Model
Let HT be a tree with a single leaf (root)

Initialization: initialize counts \( n_k \) at the root  
1: for each data\((x,y)\) in Stream do  
2: HTGrow(\((x,y), HT, \delta\)  
3: HTGrow(\((x,y), HT, \delta\)  
4: sort \((x,y)\) to leaf \( l \) using HT  
5: update counts \( n_k \) at leaf \( l \)  
6: if data seen at \( l \) so far are not all of the same class then  
7: compute \( G \) for each attribute  
8: if \( G(\text{best attribute}) - G(\text{second best}) > \epsilon \) then  
9: split leaf on best attribute  
10: for each branch do  
11: start a new leaf and initialize counts  

Algorithm 2. Naïve Bayes
Input: Training dataset \( T \), \( F = (f_1,f_2,f_3,…, f_n) \)  
/* \( F \): vector of attributes in testing dataset*/  
Output: A class of testing dataset

Initialization: read the training dataset \( T \)  
1: Calculate the mean and standard deviation of predictor variables in each class  
2: Find the probability of \( f_i \) by the Gauss density equation in each class  
3: Until the probability of all predictor variables \( (f_1,f_2,f_3,…, f_n) \) has been calculated  
4: Calculate the likelihood for each class  
5: Get the greatest likelihood  

Algorithm 3. Ozabag
Input: \( S \) (Stream data), \( M \) (Number of Base Model), \( Y \) (set of class labels)  
Output: predicted class label (Majority vote)

Initialization: initialize \( M \) base classifier: \( h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_M \)  
1: while HasNext(S) do  
2: \( (x,y) \leftarrow \text{NextInstance}(S) \)  
3: for \( m \leftarrow 1, \ldots, M \) do  
4: \( w \leftarrow \text{Poisson}(1) \)  
5: train \( h_m \) with instance using weight \( w \)  
6: return the overall class label through majority vote
A. Performance evaluation and interpretation

The experiment was conducted using Massive Online Analysis (MOA), an open-source framework for real-time learning from data streams. MOA is a machine learning framework that implements several algorithms for online learning based on evolving data streams. It has a collection of offline and online methods alongside suitable tools for evaluation. The framework handles bagging, boosting, and Hoeffding Trees, with and without Naïve Bayes classifiers employed at the leaves.

Also, MOA promotes two-way engagement with the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). Its set of learners and stream generators have several available functional algometries, including Bayesian classifier, decision tree classification, regression, and clustering, which can be accessed from a graphical user interface (GUI) or a command-line interface (CLI). Figure 2 shows a sample screenshot of the MOA working environment, demonstrating how instances are trained and tested during data stream learning.

Hoeffding Tree was employed on both MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2. The evaluation of this online algorithm is based on mean accuracy, mean kappa, and mean kappa temp. Based on the experiments conducted on MOA with tieThreshold 0.05 (Table 2), HT had an average accuracy of 77.78 % and 92.31 % on MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2. The Kappa and Kappa Temp on MaliciousDataset1 were 61.06 and 57.69. While on MaliciousDataset2, an average kappa and kappa temp of 84.30 and 83.96 were recorded, respectively.

Naïve Bayes is a notable instance of incremental learner that was also used on both datasets. The results of this experiment on both MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2 are as shown in Table 3. Based on the experimental result, NB achieved 78.61 % and 92.29 % accuracy on MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2, respectively.

This Ozabag ensemble type of learner was also used on the datasets. It consists of ten Hoeffding trees with an ensembleSize of 10. The result of the experiment when Ozabag learner was used on both datasets (MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2) is as shown in Table 4. Ozabag had an accuracy of 77.56 % on MaliciousDataset1 with Kappa and Kappa Temp of 60.43 and 57.40, respectively. An accuracy of 92.34 % was recorded on MaliciousDataset2 classification.

B. Performance analysis

To further investigate the performance of the streaming algorithms, the enactment of the individual streaming algorithm is compared and analyzed per dataset employed. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the comparisons among the models. HT produced the best accuracy of 77.78 % while obtaining a very close outcome with NB based on Kappa and Kappa Temp on MaliciousDataset1. Ozabag leads the other two learners in terms of accuracy, Kappa and Kappa Temp achieving an overall accuracy of 92.34 % on MaliciousDataset2. This result is close to the outcome of HT, which produced an accuracy of 92.31 %. It is evident that the proposed models on MaliciousDataset2 surpass [14]-[16] in terms of accuracy, as presented in Table 5.

The streaming learners’ performances were also compared based on the time each took in classifying the given stream of data based on MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2. On MaliciousDataset1, HT took 0.24secs, Naïve Bayes (NB) took 0.33secs, and Ozabag took 1.29secs. Similarly, on MaliciousDataset2, HT took 3 secs; NB also took 3 secs, and Ozabag took 31.29 secs. The time comparisons are shown in Table 6. This result shows that the least performed learner based on time is Ozabag, as it takes more seconds than the other two learners. HT and NB produced promising results in the area.

| Table 2. Hoeffding Tree performance on Malicious Dataset1 and MaliciousDataset2 |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Metrics           | MaliciousDataset1 | MaliciousDataset2 |
| Accuracy (%)      | 77.78            | 92.31            |
| Kappa             | 61.06            | 84.30            |
| Kappa Temp        | 57.69            | 83.96            |

| Table 3. Naïve Bayes performance on MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2 |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Metrics           | MaliciousDataset1 | MaliciousDataset2 |
| Accuracy (%)      | 77.61            | 92.29            |
| Kappa             | 62.94            | 84.27            |
| Kappa Temp        | 59.28            | 83.92            |

| Table 4. Ozabag Tree performance on MaliciousDataset1 and MaliciousDataset2 |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Metrics           | MaliciousDataset1 | MaliciousDataset2 |
| Accuracy (%)      | 77.56            | 92.34            |
| Kappa             | 60.43            | 84.37            |
| Kappa Temp        | 57.40            | 84.04            |

Figure 2. MOA working environment
IV. CONCLUSION

The data streaming algorithm of HT produces the best accuracy for the malicious websites detection while obtaining a very close outcome with NB based on Kappa and Kappa Temp on MaliciousDataset1. Ozabag leads the other two learners in terms of accuracy, Kappa and Kappa Temp achieving an overall accuracy of 92.34% on a large dataset of MaliciousDataset2. This result is close to the outcome of HT, which produced an accuracy of 92.31%. Although Ozabag had promising results on MaliciousDataset2, its overall time consumption is more than HT and NB. Finally, further studies could investigate other data streaming techniques to detect phishing websites and consider more phishing data samples while exploring the impact of dimensionality and class imbalances.
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